GrayBrownGraphics
Dear Customer
Thanks for choosing GrayBrownGraphics to buy your vinyl decal.
I hope you love it!
The decal is easy to apply and will last years if it’s applied
correctly.
Vinyl decals work best when the surface they are applied to is
smooth such as most metals, glass, gloss paint etc.
It’s also important to make sure the surface is clean as any grit will
show through the vinyl.
Your decal is sandwiched between two layers; the backing paper
(on the back) and the top film (on the front).
Please read the instructions below before you begin.
Instructions to mount your decal:
1.

2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

8.

Clean and dry the area where the decal is to be mounted; use diluted
washing up liquid or diluted white vinegar. If this isn’t enough then use a
mild degreaser.
Lay two strips of masking tape to mark the bottom and one side of the
decal position. (Use any other method to mark the position if masking tape
is not available. After some practice it’s easy to do by eye but beginners
will benefit by using tape).
Lay the decal in position aligned with the tape before removing the backing
paper to make sure that you’re happy with its position.
Once you’re happy with the position then peel back about one inch of the
backing paper and fold it over so that part of the top film/decal is exposed.
Now place the decal in position again and press down the exposed part of
the top film.
Next pull the remaining backing paper gradually from under the decal and
smooth it down as you go.
Finally rub down the decal thoroughly to make sure that the graphic has
adhered to the surface and then peel back the top film from the decal
checking that the decal does not lift from the surface.
If the graphic starts to lift then replace the top film and rub it again until
the graphic successfully sticks.

Here is a good youtube video which explains similar methods to the
above https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ItodhIEVWT4
If you have any questions then please get in touch; email
info@graybrown.uk
GraybrownGraphics is part of GrayBrown.
Find me on Etsy and also at https://www.graybrown.uk

